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While at Evergreen, I learned that everybody dies.

Given this burdensome information, it stands to reason that certain existential questions might 

arise. If  everybody dies, then what am I living for? Certainly not health. Health is easy. My body is full of  

tricky and secretive functions that will either work or not work, and should the day come when something 

ceases to operate in its perfect rhythmic nature I will have to make the decision to accept the expertly 

bloated advice of  a doctor or not. While my influence on the matter is important, it is not what I am living  

for.  I am living for the truth. I am living for the sublime.  I am living for common sense. 

This being the case, I do my best in any given week to produce work that actually matters and to 

conduct myself  with integrity. Since I'm going to die, there's really no point in spending time on  

meaningless crap.  This is not as easy as it sounds. One of  the most important notions I will take away 

from my educational experience is that safety–safeness–doesn't matter. In order to truly create something 

meaningful, I find myself  urged to challenge the moral order. This school has given me the valuable 

opportunity to experiment with different learning styles, life styles, and disciplines. The conclusion that I've  

come to is that I want to push peoples' buttons. I once ended up spending weeks writing about this  

disgusting little toy starfish that lives in my backyard. The description was nauseating, and blatantly sexual.  

When reading it to my classmates, I watched their faces make subtle reactions to what I was saying–some 

heads slightly cocked with brows furrowed, some mouths slightly open, some simply smiling in surprise. 

This was worth writing about, because this elicited response. 

In a reading from my Winter quarter of  2011, Ivan Illich talked about the history of  friendship and  

the art of  suffering, which opened up some big questions for me about what he refers to as “the art of 
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living.” Since being at Evergreen and practicing adulthood, I've experienced what feels like decades worth 

of  pain and growth; physical pain, emotional pain, the pain of  watching your loved ones suffer, and the 

strength it takes to keep such things from dragging you to the very darkest corners of  your existence. I 

enrolled in college with the intention of  studying health, but Evergreen has led me in a much richer  

direction. Perhaps it's not too outlandish to say that in the face of  “health”, the most valuable thing we can 

do for ourselves would be not to turn to the best doctors and scientists, but instead to harness the 

relationships we've built and turn an ear to the voices of  those who love us. Is the art of  living really to  

have the best diet and the “healthiest” lifestyle, all bodily functions working flawlessly, or is it to connect  

with those around us and find support and meaning in building life-long relationships with the people we  

love? Doesn't that make the most sense? Isn't this what I'm living for? There is a beautiful, wonderful gap

between teaching and learning, where the art of  living takes place. Evergreen provides the means, and the

end is the freedom that this affords to the learner who, in my case, learned something that has nothing to

do with schooling:

I learned that since everybody dies, we might as well live with as much meaning as possible while we still

have the chance.
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